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NTU Singapore and Finmeccanica partner on helicopter
manufacturing and technology
Nanyang Technological University (NTU Singapore) and Finmeccanica, through its
Helicopter Division manufacturing AgustaWestland products, signed a Memorandum
of Understanding today at the Singapore Airshow 2016. The agreement confirms the
intent of both parties to partner on helicopter production and technologies with the
final aim to establish a collaborative technology research centre to be set up at NTU.
With this partnership, Finmeccanica and NTU look forward to contributing to the
aerospace technological advancement by sharing talents and know-how, promoting
scientific research and developing engineering and industrial capabilities.
The two parties believe in being drivers in the rapidly evolving rotary wing industry,
whose changes are highlighted by the progresses in composite materials, reduction
in hydraulics and dynamic components, growing efficiency in industrial processes.
A full partnership agreement including the detailed scope of the joint research
programmes, the schedules of such programmes and financial aspects is planned to
be defined and signed within 2016.
Some of the joint projects currently being explored include research in innovative
methods to advance the manufacturing of Finmeccanica’s state-of-the-art products,
through the use of new composite materials which are lighter and stronger. The
collaboration will also research in aerodynamics modelling, which can potentially
improve overall flight performance.
Professor Lam Khin Yong, NTU’s Chief of Staff and Vice President for
Research, said this partnership will leverage on the University’s strengths in
aerospace engineering and green manufacturing. It will also build on NTU’s strong
track record of industry collaboration with multinational companies including RollsRoyce, Lockheed Martin, and BMW Group.
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“Over the last decades, NTU scientists have developed many innovations which
have been deployed in key industries such as aerospace, transportation, defence
and biomedical sciences,” said Prof Lam.
“The key ingredients for our continued success in attracting top industry partners like
Finmeccanica include our strong understanding of commercial needs, innovative
cutting-edge technologies and most importantly, our world-class research expertise
and faculty.”
Mr. Daniele Romiti, Finmeccanica Helicopter Division Managing Director, said:
“We are happy to join forces with NTU in such a complex technological field. NTU
has an excellent reputation in cutting-edge R&D and together with Finmeccanica’s
knowledge in helicopter manufacturing, we are looking to expanding the boundaries
of high-value-added aerospace manufacturing even further.
“During the course of 2016, we plan to evaluate these opportunities, establish a plan
for research activities and define the structural details of our cooperation through the
proposed joint technology research centre. It is an exciting opportunity for the
Helicopter Division of Finmeccanica, and for the whole Company, to expand the
scope of its activities in Singapore, which thanks to an integrated policy framework
by the Singaporean Government, industry and technical institutions make Singapore
a great place to do business.”
Professor Louis Phee, Chair of NTU’s School of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering which will spearhead the university’s role in the collaboration, said that
NTU’s students, both undergraduate and postgraduate, will also stand to benefit.
“This partnership with Finmeccanica is an exciting boon for our students as it
exposes them to high-tech aerospace research and development for helicopter
technologies, right here at NTU,” said Prof Phee.
NTU’s collaboration with Finmeccanica is expected to expand Singapore’s research
capabilities in the field, and ultimately boost its aerospace industry. It is also wellaligned with the Singapore government’s Research, Innovation, and Enterprise (RIE)
2020 plan.
This RIE2020 is Singapore's sixth roadmap for research and development, and has
a major focus on advanced manufacturing research over the course of the next five
years.
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About Nanyang Technological University
A research-intensive public university, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
(NTU Singapore) has 33,500 undergraduate and postgraduate students in the
colleges of Engineering, Business, Science, Humanities, Arts, & Social Sciences,
and its Interdisciplinary Graduate School. It has a new medical school, the Lee Kong
Chian School of Medicine, set up jointly with Imperial College London.
NTU is also home to world-class autonomous institutes – the National Institute of
Education, S Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Earth Observatory of
Singapore, and Singapore Centre on Environmental Life Sciences Engineering – and
various leading research centres such as the Nanyang Environment & Water
Research Institute (NEWRI), Energy Research Institute @ NTU (ERI@N) and the
Institute on Asian Consumer Insight (ACI).
Ranked 13th in the world, NTU has also been ranked the world’s top young university
for the last two years running. The University’s main campus has been named one of
the Top 15 Most Beautiful in the World. NTU also has a campus in Novena,
Singapore’s medical district.
For more information, visit www.ntu.edu.sg

About Finmeccanica
Finmeccanica is a global player in the high-tech sectors and a major operator
worldwide in the Aerospace, Defence and Security sectors. Finmeccanica is based
in Italy, has more than 47,000 employees (latest update 11/30/2015), of whom about
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37% abroad, and in 2014 recorded 14.6 billion euro in revenues and received orders
in the amount of 15.6 billion.
Based on the dual application of technologies, Finmeccanica designs and creates
products, systems, services and integrated solutions both for the defence sector and
for public and private customers of the civil sector, both in Italy and abroad.
The wide range of defence and security solutions that Finmeccanica offers
Governments, private citizens and Institutions includes every possible intervention
scenario: airborne and terrestrial, naval and maritime, space and cyberspace. In
close contact with local customers and partners, Finmeccanica works every day to
strengthen global security, provide essential physical protection and cybersecurity
services for people, territories and infrastructure networks and supports scientific and
technological research.
Finmeccanica operates in about 20 countries with offices and industrial plants in all
of the five continents and can rely on a very large network of subsidiaries, joint
ventures and international partnerships, with significant industrial presence in three
main markets, United Kingdom, Poland and United States and structured
partnerships in the most important high potential markets in the world.
For more information, visit www.finmeccanica.com
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